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INTRODUCTION 

Blockchain can be described as a chain data structure that allows an open and fairness transaction among participating 

nodes using the principle of distributed digital ledger technology [1]. The distributed digital ledger system ensures 

integrity, transparency and auditability of records in the blockchain. Records in the blockchain are tamperproof, i.e. cannot 

be easily tampered without automatic notification transmitted to other nodes [2].  Blockchain technology encompasses 

several other technologies put forward together to address the issue of double spending, trust and security of transactions. 

Key among the technologies are: distributed (shared) ledger, peer to peer transmission, consensus mechanism, smart 

contract and encryption algorithm [3]. Blockchain system has no central authority where the flow of transactions is 

managed; thus, all nodes in the chain have equal capability. The computers that make up the network are in more than 

one location.  

Blockchain is akin to a public ledger that stores information in a chain of blocks. Blockchain systems allows a group 

of connected computers to maintain a uniform account together without a third-party intervention. Each node in the 

network is like a database, it keeps record of all other nodes [4]. Blockchain is mainly used for storing information, it can 

also be referred to as a database system because information can be written into or read from the blockchain [5]. 

Blockchain has a large distribution of independent nodes. An individual can quickly join the blockchain network by 

setting up a server, thus becoming a node. The absence of a central node in the blockchain system gives the nodes equal 

capability. To ensure consistency in the blockchain, all nodes are synchronized and updated when a permissioned node 

joins the chain.  In this paper, we presented some identified benefits and challenges of blockchain technology. More so, 

characteristics and key technologies that are inherent in the blockchain technology are discussed. The remainder of the 

paper is organized as follows: Section II present some related work. Section III described the blockchain formation 

process, the key technology of blockchain is presented in Section IV while section V presents the key characteristics. 

Section VI and VII presents the applications and challenges respectively and section VIII concludes the paper. 

RELATED WORK 

This section provides some review on Blockchain technology,its efficiency, applications domain and security concern. 

The idea of Blockchain technology was  birthed to solve  the problem of double spending with the aid of asymetric 

ABSTRACT – In recent times, more scholastic and social attention have been paid to blockchain 
and its distributed ledger system mechanism. The reasons for this ever-increasing attention cannot 
be far-fetched: blockchain now occupies a copious position in the present-day ways of doing things 
economically, digitally and ‘digital-socially’. Blockchain could be described as a distributed ledger 
system that allows secure transactions without a central management system. In this distributed 
ledger system, transactions are coded into blocks, which are linked to each other in the form of a 
chain. The first application of blockchain is in the bitcoin cryptocurrency. Though not limited to 
bitcoin, blockchain finds usefulness in security and trusts for instance, digital assets could be coded 
into blocks to ensure and enforce quality of trust. Consequent upon the quality of trust the 
blockchain confers on a digital asset, transparency among participating nodes is guaranteed.  This 
is because, any change made to any record in a given block automatically initiates and enforces a 
corresponding change in all other blocks in the chain hence tampering or breach is almost 
impossible.  Owing to its impressive prospects in the socioeconomic and political ecosystem, this 
paper was conceived to examine the current developments around this novel technology with 
particular emphasis on its benefits and proposed  challenges and needs to fill the gap created in 
the vital socioeconomic domains. The paper concludes that the blockchain technology is a 
plausible approach to restoring the trust, confidentiality, availability and integrity in transactions in 
the cyberspace and the world at large as majority of the global economy thrives in the cloud. 
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cryptography, where  by each participating node is assigned a private key (for decryption) and public key is shared with 

all other nodes[6]. Transaction in the chain are coded into blocks, each and every of this transaction is verified by the 

majority of the participants in the system, thus, making fradulent trasactions nearly impossible [6]. Existing research on 

blockchain has been majorly on the efficiency of the technology, applications and security issues. 

Efficiency is one of the greatest challenges in the design domain of blockchain.  It takes a rigorous verifcation process 

in the blockchain in other to create a new transaction of records, these leads to waste of computing resources and latency 

in the confirmation time[6-7]. Currently, it takes about 10 minutes for a transaction in a blockchain to be confirmed. More 

so, thousands on nodes are competing to verify transactions, these also limit the the applications domain of blockchain. 

For instance, the current blockchain techniques are practically not suitable for IoT networks because IoT devices are 

designed to work on low power and low computation capability [7]. In other to improve the efficiency of blockchain, [8] 

proposed a lightweight blockchain arhitecture for protection of personal data. In their work, they improve the efficiency 

of the blockchain by using off-chain data storage and heavy processing. However, only lightweight processing and 

reference to data were managed in the blockchain. A scheme that could lead to energy efficient in Bitcoin was proposed 

by [9]. They amended the extra bytes to the present block header so as to utilize the the timestamp more efficiently.  

Several work has been done on the applications domain of blockchain technology. A research was carried out on the 

application of blockchain in the traceability system of agricultural product by [10], the authors proposed a traceability 

system model based on the technology of blockchain for agricultural product. Similarly, a traceability system model for 

mineral and metal supply chain was also prosed by [11]. More so, [5] carried out a surevy on the application of blockchain 

technology in the auditing environment. A systematic review was also documented by [12] on the benefits of blockchain 

in cloud computing. 

It was documented in [13] that the early adopters of blockchain in the finance sector considered it worthwhile because 

of its unique immutability characteristics and other features to secure transactions. However, blockchain has been found 

to be vulnerable to 51% attacks. The 51% attack is exclusive to blockchain system and it occur when a node controls a 

minimum of 51%  processing power of the blockchain. More so, according to the analysis by [14], they found out that 

there are still security breaches that occurred, such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks and private accont 

hacking. Howevre, to fix the various security breaches and anonymity flaws in blockchain, much work has been done and 

many schemes has been proposed by several researchers [15-17]. 

BLOCKCHAIN FORMATION PROCESS 

Blockchain are made up of these entities- block, and chain. A block bears a somewhat resemblance to a database 

record, and the essence of writing a data is to form a block. Every block is made up of both block head and block body. 

The containments of every block head are the eigenvalues of the current block i.e. the hash of the actual data, hash of the 

previous block and the generation time etc.  In order to prevent the ease of changing the vital contents of the previous 

block, hashing is used. An effective hashing function should have these 3 properties; collision resistance (there should be 

difficulty in having 2 different messages with same hash value), pre-image resistance (for a given hash value, there should 

not be ease in accessing a message with the same hash value) and second pre-image resistance (for a particular message, 

there should be rigour in having another message with same hash value). A modification of the content of the current 

block or hash of the last block will initiate a corresponding modification of the hash of the current block. The worthiness 

of this cannot be undermined; changing a block implies changing the hash of the block. In order to modify a block, the 

person must change all the blocks in the chain (because the next block contains the hash of the previous block), otherwise 

the blocks that have been removed will be cut off from the blockchain. It is nearly impossible to modify a number of 

blocks in a short time, unless someone has mastered the computing power (at least 51%) of the entire network, thus, 

hash's calculation is very laborious. Reliability of a blockchain is guaranteed through this tandem arrangement of blocks, 

and once the data is written, it cannot be tampered. This is like historic events, what happened was happening, and never 

changed [10]. The connection of each block to the previous block to form a chain is the origin of the name “Blockchain”. 

During the formation of blockchain, a bifurcation is formed when two nodes write data to the blockchain simultaneously. 

The new node always joined the longest blockchain, if the blockchain has a fork, the node will automatically joined the 

chain with the highest computing power [10]. 

THE KEY TECHNOLOGY OF BLOCKCHAIN  

Blockchain technology comprises several technologies that are integrated to address the issue of trust and security in 

transaction. Figure 1 shows the four key technologies of blockchain. 
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Figure 1. The four key technology of Blockchain 

Distributed Accounting 

This technology allows every participant to have a copy of all the transactions in the blockchain for complete 

transparency. Unlike the traditional accounting where there is a central authority, the distributed accounting enable all 

nodes in the chain to keep records of all other nodes and thus, making it extremely difficult for hackers to hack into 

blockchain system as they would have to change every block across all the distributed version of the chain [18].   

Encryption Algorithm 

Blockchain adopts two cryptographic encryption algorithms (asymmetric encryption and hash function) in order to 

ensure security of information. The asymmetric algorithm consists of two key: private key and public key. The private 

key is used for encryption at the sender’s end while the receiver’s side used the public key for decryption [19]. More so, 

blockchain uses hash function to make the information from the previous block not easily alterable.  The hash function is 

a cryptographic algorithm that is not easily reversible [11]. It has the capability of converting any kind of data into 

character strings. Thus, providing security through encryption [18]. 

Consensus Mechanism 

This is the fault-tolerant mechanism use to achieve necessary agreement in a blockchain system. It helps to validate 

every block before it is added to the chain (every participating node in the network must attest to the validity of a block 

before it is added). Consensus mechanism helps to identify legitimate blocks and prevent tampering by using proofs. 

These proofs (proof of work, proof of stake, proof of authority, Proof of Capacity etc.) discourages frauds. In the bitcoin 

network, consensus is reached through the proof of work [10],[18]. Forging a non-existing record in the blockchain system 

is extremely difficult and as such eliminating the possibility of counterfeiting except if the attacker has more computing 

capability (at least 51%) than the network of miners to be able to fool the network successfully. However, this is 

impractical, where many nodes join the chain [18]. 

Smart Contract 

The smart contract is a digital agreement and self-executing transaction protocol stored on the blockchain system. The 

essence of the smart contract is to provide superior security, reduce cost and eliminate delay that are inherent in the 

traditional contract laws. Smart contracts digitally facilitate, verify or enforce a credible negotiation of a contract without 

a third party. Smart contracts are stored on the public database of the blockchain and cannot be changed by an individual 

[18]. 

THE KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF BLOCKCHAIN 

Decentralization 

Transactions on blockchain are not stored in a centralized database where all transactions need to be validated by a 

central authority which results to performance bottlenecks at the central server. Blockchain technology adopts the concept 

of P2P networking paradigm. The operation of P2P is based on decentralized database system where all nodes have equal 

right and obligation. There is no central authority in a decentralized transaction process, therefore, the performance 

bottlenecks at the central server is eliminated in a decentralized system [10].  

Openness 

The public or permissionless blockchain are open to everyone. Anyone can join or leave at any time without the need 

for a third-party approval. Mutual trusts are not needed for data exchange between nodes, the rules of operation are open 

and transparent to all nodes. Blockchain uses trusted mathematical algorithms to regulate the activities of information in 

the chain [19]. For any update in any node, mutual authentication of other nodes is required. Therefore, the openness 

characteristics of blockchain ensures public verifiability [20]. 
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Autonomy 

Operating rules and protocols in blockchain are based on consensus and cannot be influence by any single node or 

central authority. Any node in the chain can read, write and verify blocks at any time. Since, there is no coordinating 

node, blocks are jointly maintained by all nodes in the network [20].  

Persistency  

Transactions are permanently stored in the blockchain once it has been verified and added to the chain of transactions. 

Modification are only possible if a node has a computing capability of at least 51 % else, modification is null and void. 

However, this is practically impossible where more nodes join the chain of transaction. Persistency guarantees high 

stability and reliability data in the chain [20].  

Anonymity 

In blockchain system, data exchange between nodes are govern by consensus, hence, parties in the chain need not 

disclose their identities. Since there is no central authority that keeps users’ information privately, the rules of the program 

in the blockchain are used to give trust [20]. 

 

APPLICATIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN 

Some areas where blockchain plays a great role are provided in this section. Figure 2 depicts some application   

domains of blockchain. 

                                          

Figure 2. Some application domains of blockchain 

 

Finance 

The emergence of blockchain technology has brought a huge success in the field of finance as it ensures high trust 

and robustness of transactions between permissioned parties without a central authority.  Blockchain is steadily reshaping 

the transaction process by allowing the inflow of liquid cash through intelligent contracts and also prompting cross border 

payments in real time [20]. Blockchain also finds application in clearing and settlement of financial assets such as bonds, 

stocks or derivatives by transcripting assets into blocks; thereafter, it is validated by parties involved for legitimacy which 

makes it easier to detect any form of fraudulent activities. Apart from revolutionizing the traditional finance activities, 

contemporary forms of finance such as crowdfunding can also be improved with the blockchain technology [20]. 

Media 

The media industry poses a lot of challenges which includes the piracy of intellectual properties, royalty payment and 

data piracy [21]. These challenges are due to the widespread sharing of media contents that infringe on copyright 

properties. Blockchain have the capability to revolutionized the media industry by using the shared ledger approach to 

address the data right, piracy and payment challenges that are inherent in the media industry. Multiple existence of digital 

assets in various location can also be prevented with blockchain technology. The distributed ledger system also allows 

files to be shared and distributed while maintaining data integrity. Thus, making piracy virtually impossible [21]. 

Internet of Things (IoT) 

The network of physical things (smart object) that are incorporated with sensors, software and other technologies such 

as Radio Frequency Identifier (RFID), cloud/fog computing, wireless communication and so on to allow data exchange 

and connections with other devices over the internet is known as IoT [22]. The applications of IoT are numerous, however, 

there are some security concerns regarding IoT that need urgent attention. The proliferation in IoT products give   internet 
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fraudsters a higher chance of infringing data integrity. Incorporating IoT and blockchain guarantees a higher level of 

security and prevent tampering by utilizing shared ledger technology to keep things smart. Parties can also share and 

access IoT data without any central control authority [22]. Transactions can be verified to prevent dispute and build trust 

among all permissioned network members. 

Government and Public Sectors 

Government and public sector still remain the most corruptible sector around the globe. The various types of 

corruption in this sector includes; bribery, embezzlement, abuse of office (favoritism and nepotism), fund siphoning etc. 

A digital government based on blockchain can eliminate any form of corruption while simultaneously building trust and 

accountability [23]. The distributed ledger system also eliminates single point of control; thus, resources can be shared 

between participants in a more transparent mode. Blockchain technology can also be deployed to support other 

governmental activities such as supply chain traceability, digital management, voting, healthcare corporate registration 

and management of legal entities. 

Education 

Blockchain can be deployed to educational institutions to enhance the security and efficiency of the institutions. The 

distributed ledger system has the potential to ensure that the identity, privacy and security of student’s data is not 

compromised by ensuring immutability through its hash chain. For example, it is practically impossible for a student to 

make an alteration to his past record stored on blockchain but is much easier to do that with the paper mode [24]. In 

addition, privacy is ensured through blockchain; it is not about storage of the data but rather a hash of the data. Through 

blockchain, student records become public and easier to share with employers and universities for further personal 

development opportunities.      

BLOCKCHAIN CHALLENGES 

Blockchain as an emerging technology is facing numerous challenges which include the following: 

Scalability   

Due to the increase in transactions on a daily basis, the blockchain becomes heavy, especially the public blockchain. 

For instance, the bitcoin blockchain has exceeded 300 gigabytes in size and keeps growing at 1 MB per block every ten 

minutes while the Ethereum archive nodes now takes up to 4 terabytes of space [25]. Also, the bitcoin blockchain 

processing capability is limited to not more than 7 transactions per second, simply because of the restriction of block size 

and the time frame that is required to generate new block. Since the processing capacity is small, transactions of lower 

priority may experience delay because some miners work on transactions in order of priority. Thus, large block size 

would lower down the propagation speed and could also amount to blockchain branches. Therefore, scalability problem 

is inherent in blockchain. However, there are ongoing researches which are focused on addressing the scalability problem. 

Lack of Privacy 

Lack of privacy is another challenge with the technology of blockchain [25]. Though, it is generally believed that 

blockchain is very safe as users only make transaction with the generated address rather than revealing self-identity. In 

the case of information leakage, user could also generate many addresses [25]. However, [26] revealed that transactions 

privacy’s are not guaranteed since the values of all transactions and balances for each public key are not hidden. Also, 

[27] shows that a user’s bitcoin transactions can be linked to reveal user’s profile.  A method capable of linking user’s 

pseudonym to IP address even when users are behind firewall or NAT was also proposed by [27]. 

Lack of Talent 

There is lack of talent in building decentralized applications. It takes time to educate employees on how to work with 

blockchain. Blockchain is not yet taught at many educational institutes. Only about 50% of the world top institutions 

offer a course on blockchain technology. Therefore, it is important that organizations and academia need to work together 

to ensure all the latest technologies are introduced into the curriculum [28]. 

Power consumption 

The level of power consumption due to the nature of the decentralized network is another great concern of the 

distributed digital ledger technology. The proof of work consensus mechanism still remains the mostly widely used 

consensus mechanism.  It solves complicated puzzles which uses large amount of energy to complete the task. It is 

estimated that it consumes not less than 65 terawatt-hour per year [29].  

Resilience and Irreversibility 

Another challenge that is encountered in the blockchain is resilience and irreversibility. Once data has been entered 

and appended by the network, it cannot be reversed. Thus, reliability and accuracy of data entry cannot be guaranteed by 

the system [30]. For instance, if sets of bad data are correctly entered, they will end up on blockchain; similarly, if a 

document containing false information is entered correctly into the blockchain, it remains in the transaction chain. 
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 Selfish Mining 

It is documented in literatures that nodes with at least 51% computing capability have the potential to control the 

system. However, [25] revealed a node with less than that can still be perilous. Bitcoin mining relies on miners who solve 

complex mathematical puzzles to generate coins and the protocol is configured to reward miners base on their output. In 

selfish mining strategy, groups of miners joined to increase their revenue by keeping newly generated (mined) blocks 

from the main blockchain and hence creating a split and only make it public with systems within their private network or 

make it available to the public when some requirement are reached. Miners will have to admit the private branch when is 

longer than the current public chain. According to [25] “Once a selfish mining pool reaches a threshold (of a public 

blockchain), rational miners would be attracted to join the selfish miners to reap higher revenue as compared to other 

pool”. 

CONCLUSION 

Blockchain is one of the most rapidly emerging technologies. It shows a promising light in the evolving digital   

revolution, especially in industries, businesses, and governance as well as in other areas in which improved operational 

transparency, auditability, accountability, cost effectiveness and efficiency are non-negotiable. Having examined the 

various building blocks of the blockchain technology and its inherently extensive potentials, it was observed that the 

technology is interestingly a technology of the future and its adoption in the various sectors of any economy including 

government, business, education, etc. appears to offer the desired immunity to breaches of trust, fraud, data theft, to 

mention a few, in the cyberspace. With the cyberspace emerging the global socioeconomic hub owing to its great offerings 

albeit the increasing spate of security challenges, the blockchain technology is an attractive option though not without its 

own challenges. Nevertheless, it is submitted that its benefits far outweighs its challenges and that these challenges are 

amenable to advancement in computing technology, awareness programs, and use of fair benchmarks. Notably, higher 

computing power and scalability are presently being addressed by a plethora of computer hardware manufacturers 

including Oracle, IBM, and Huawei using quantum computing and other distributed and parallel computing architectures 

[30]. In the last decade there has been a growing awareness on environmental sustainability and green computing practices 

are being adopted by computer hardware manufacturers to reduce the power consumption demands of computing 

equipment and some global policies and programs have also been implemented across several jurisdictions[31-33]. In 

respect of selfish mining, it is suggested that the design and adoption of fair benchmarked algorithms would curtail this 

problem whereas irreversibility and resilience are all connected to modifying the structure of the blockchain system to 

accommodate extensive data validation checks prior to acceptance and replication to other nodes. Since, irreversibility is 

to a large extent connected to the blockchain software and embedded algorithms it is therefore imperative to review the 

present business logic associated with such algorithms. In conclusion, it is submitted that the blockchain technology is 

considered the foundation on which the future technology security apparatus in the cyberspace would be based and once 

the identified problems are addressed this evolving technology would help the socioeconomic and political ecosystem to 

thrive with less burden of budgets, legislation, and machineries for prevention and control of cybercrimes. 
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